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A B S T R A C T

The operational capability of an in-service double girder bridge crane is assessed by Acoustic

Emission (AE) monitoring technique. A network of AE sensors are applied to one beam of the

crane bridge. From this perspective, AE time series are analyzed to reveal possible collapse

precursors in different positions of the monitored beam. The results of the analysis demonstrate

an asymmetric damage pattern with the criticality condition identified in a portion of the

monitored structural element. This evidence can be interpreted as signature of initiation or

propagation of fatigue cracks.

1. Introduction

Among the mechanical structural components of an electric overhead traveling (EOT) crane, the bridge girder is the worst sufferer

of repeated loading effects. These loads, fluctuating from minimum values produced by un unloaded crane to a maximum load from a

fully loaded crane, cause fatigue damage [1].

An EOT crane has to sustain a wide spectrum of loads, both static (crane bridge, trolley, and lifted load weights), and dynamic

(acceleration of the trolley, oblique traveling of the crane, and impact effect on end stoppers) [1,2], which complicate the calculation

of the fatigue life. In the present case study, a direct calculation of the expected fatigue life of the crane girder using the Miner’s

damage accumulation method [2,3] was not possible, since the parameters of fatigue failure, such as loading history and loading

pattern, were not available.

Here, Acoustic Emission (AE) monitoring [4] is performed to reveal possible pre-failure indicators [5] as potential places of crack

initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks in a steel crane bridge.

The AE phenomenon, i.e., the generation of transient elastic waves within a material by the rapid release of localized stress energy

[6–11], can be viewed in the context of Fracture Mechanics.

A fraction of the elastic energy stored in a structure under loading conditions is dissipated through micro- and macro-cracking.

Crack growth generally results in drops of the load-carrying capacity, which is partially recovered following a path with a reduced

stiffness. These discontinuities indicate local snap-back instabilities due to a surplus of the elastic energy released during crack

growth, which is not dissipated to form new crack surfaces. Surplus energy is emitted through viscous dissipation, kinetic energy of

fragments, heat, and fracto-emissions, i.e., acoustic (AE), electromagnetic (EME), and neutron (NE) emissions [12–19].

As recently proposed [20,21], the emitted energy is represented by the red dashed area E subtended by the snap-back branch of

the load–displacement diagrams of Fig. 1(a) and (b), referring respectively to the brittle response of a large, slender structure, and to

the softening behavior of a structure experiencing progressive damage evolution.
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2. The girder crane and the experimental set up

The monitored structure is a in-service steel girder crane with a service load of 2× 104N and over 30 years of service. Eight

piezoelectric AE sensors have been coupled through epoxy resin on one beam of the crane bridge girder: a pair of sensors at both ends

(sensors 1 and 5 at one end, and sensors 4 and 8 at the other), and the other four (sensors 2, 3, 6 and 7) at mid-span (see Figs. 2 and 3).

The sensors have been connected to the 8-channel AEmission® system for the acquisition of AE signals, and the automatic analysis of

signal parameters, i.e., arrival time, duration, amplitude and counts number (total number of times the signal exceeds the preset

detection threshold).

The signal amplitude threshold has been set to 10mV, in order to filter out AE signals generated by the moving crane in unloaded

conditions. Post-process analysis has excluded also possible voltage spikes (i.e., signals with duration<3 μs and counts number< 3),

and possible low-frequency structural vibrations (i.e., signals with frequency< 20 kHz).

3. Methods of AE data analysis

Damage assessment is possible analyzing statistical evolutionary parameters extracted from the AE signal time series, such as b-

value and βt. The b-value, describing the scaling of AE amplitude distribution through the Gutenberg and Richter law, N(≥A)∼A−b,

decreases systematically with damage evolution [22]. Recently, it has become an accepted practice to use the AE technique to

monitor fracture in steel specimens and structures during static and fatigue tests [23–27]. It was shown that, as verified for rocks

[28–32], concrete [33–36] and brittle materials, the b-value usually decreases before the final collapse. Typically, the progressive

coalescence of microcracks generates comparatively higher-amplitude signals causing decrease of b-values towards 1 or less

[27,30,32–36].

The exponent βt describes the damage evolution in the time domain through a time-scaling law, N(t)∼ t βt, where N(t) is the

accumulated number of AE hits up until the time t and βt describes the trending behavior of damage rate (accelerated damage rates

are described by βt > 1). Then, b-values< 1 and βt > 1 are signatures of trends toward instability, while b > 1 and βt < 1 de-

scribe stable structural behaviors [37].

An alternative approach to the problem of identifying fracture precursors has been recently provided by the Natural Time (NT)

analysis [38–49]. In the NT framework, a new synthetic parameter able to predict when a structural member is going to enter a

Fig. 1. Load-displacement curves representing: (a) a catastrophic behavior (single snap-back); (b) a global softening behavior perturbed by multiple

local instabilities (snap-back). D: dissipated energy; E: the emitted energy; R=D+E: total released energy.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the girder bridge crane with applied sensors positions.
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critical state can be extracted from the NT transformed time series of AE hits.

In a process of N point events, the Natural Time χ is defined as an occurrence index of the k-th event of energy Qk, χk= k/N.

Regarding the normalized energies pk≡Qk/Σi=1
N Qi as the probability distribution of the discrete variable χk, the variance κ1:is

defined as [38–49]:
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κ1 is found to be a key parameter for identifying the approach to a critical state. Interestingly, since χk and pk are rescaled upon the

Fig. 3. Monitored girder bridge crane (a); AE sensors applied to the structure (b, c).
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occurrence of any additional AE hit, κ1 is an evolutionary parameter.

It has been successfully shown that a variety of dynamical systems, including, seismic electric signals [38–45], acoustic emissions

from rocks [46–48], growth of rice piles [42], 2D Ising model [42] and financial time series [49], become critical when κ1, evolving

hit by hit, approaches the value 0.07. Due to the remarkable results of this criterion on different dynamical systems, its application in

steel structure analysis seems to be appropriate.

Summarizing, two conditions have been defined to identify the entrance of a system into the critical state [42,44–48]:

(I) the parameter κ1 must approach the value 0.07 “by descending from above”;

(II) the entropies S and Srev (entropy upon time reversal) must be lower than the entropy of uniform noise, Su=0.0966, when κ1

coincides to 0.07. The entropy in the NT domain is defined as:

∑= 〈 〉−〈 〉 〈 〉 〈 〉 =
=

S χ χ χ χ χ χ χ χln ln , where ln ln
k

N

k k

1 (2)

Similarly, Srev is obtained upon considering time reversal T, i.e., Tpk= pN-k+1.

4. Analysis of experimental results

Results of a 120-h AE monitoring period of the EOT crane under usual loading conditions are herein reported. First, there is a

pronounced regular period of increased AE-activity every 25min as emerges from Fig. 4. This period corresponds to the time rating,

i.e., the length of time a machine can carry a load without the specified conditions of load and temperature rise being exceeded, as

defined by Merriam-Webster [50].

Damage assessment is carried out exploiting the above described methods. In particular, the trends of b-value and βt are captured

by analyzing the AE data partitioned in groups of 500 hits.

Zones undergoing structural damage are identified both through the point location of active cracks, exploiting signal detection by

300 hits per value
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Fig. 4. Diagrams related to: sensors 1 and 5 (a); sensors 2, 3, 6 and 7 (b); sensors 4 and 8 (c). From top to bottom each frame contains: accumulated

number of AE hits, AE count rate, βt and b-value trends calculated using groups of 500 and 300 hits respectively.
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multiple sensors, and through the zonal location technique.

The zonal approach consists in considering time-series of AE data traced to the specific zones around the three aforementioned

groups of sensors. Interestingly, the amount of AE signals at the ends of the bridge girder are not identical, demonstrating an

asymmetric distribution of damage, mainly concentrated around the sensors 1 and 5 (after filtering out any measurement noise, the

number of hits collected by sensors 1 and 5 is 6500, 3250 by sensors 2, 3, 6 and 7, and 1000 by sensors 4 and 8, as demonstrated in

(a)

(b)

(c)

1, S, Srev

1, S, Srev

1, S, Srev

N

N

N

Fig. 5. Evolution of natural-time quantities κ1 (blue line), S (red line) and Srev (green line) as functions of accumulated AE hit number N, related to:

sensors 1 and 5 (a); sensors 2, 3, 6 and 7 (b); sensors 4 and 8 (c); the horizontal dashed line indicates the value κ1=0.07; in (a) the vertical line

indicates the corresponding criticality initiation hit N=807, and the dash-dot line indicates the entropy limit Su=0.0966. (For interpretation of

the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. AE sources localized by the network of sensors (numbered).
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Fig. 4). This evidence is supported by the low b-values found for this zone, ranging in the interval 0.5–1.3 (see b-value diagram in

Fig. 4(a)), in sharp contrast with higher b-value trends, between 1.4 and 2.3, signature of low damage level, in the rest of the structure

(diagrams in Fig. 4(b) and (c)).

Trends of βt and b-values time series does not change substantially by using groups of 300 hits, proving the substantial in-

dependence from the number of hits chosen for the partition (compare βt and b-values diagrams of Fig. 4).

As shown by Aki [51], the uncertainty affecting the b-values at one standard deviation (67% confidence) can be approximated to

b N/ ., here N is the total number of hits (500 or 300 in the present analysis) contained in a single hit window. Therefore, the 67%

confidence limits of the b-value estimate are given by ±b N(1 1/ ). d define the error bar [51,52].

The evolution of variance κ1 and entropies S and Srev of the NT transformed AE time series {χk} is studied, defining the event

energy as Qk= cAk
1.5, where c is a constant of proportionality and Ak the peak amplitude [53,54]. The evolution of NT parameters is

demonstrated plotting them hit by hit, i.e., as functions of the accumulated number of hits N. Thus, the possible entrance point to

“critical stage”, corresponding to the fulfillment of criticality conditions (I) and (II), can be easily visualized.

The analysis of multiple time series in terms of natural time shows that the critical stage isn’t globally entered by the structure, but

touched locally around sensors 1 and 5 at a critical point identified by the 808th AE hit (see Fig. 5(a)). That is where the variance κ1

reaches the value 0.0708 (when both entropies S and Srev are smaller than Su=0.0966) and then recovers towards higher values, well

above the critical value 0.070. It is worth noting that, while zones which remained away from the critical condition (Fig. 5(b) and (c))

consistently have high b-values, the zone which only touched the critical state drops to very low b-values, up to 0.5, signature of

unrealistic, imminent collapse (compare diagrams in Fig. 4 with those in Fig. 5). This can be regarded as a proof of robustness of the

NT analysis, since its revealing ability isn’t apparently affected by the signal amplitude threshold, as is often done in the b-value

analysis.

5. Conclusions

Approaching the fracture phenomenon as a critical stage of a dynamical system, critical points revealed by AE synthetic para-

meters are used as early indicators of imminent structural collapses.

The results of the AE monitoring of a girder crane reveal the existence of an asymmetric damage pattern, as demonstrated by the

intense activity detected by sensors 1 and 5. This zone is consistently characterized by different signatures of entrance to a critical

state, i.e., low b-values (equal to 1.0 or less) and variance of natural time κ1 equal to 0.07. On the other hand, despite the presence of a

comparatively larger number of localized AE events, the other monitored portions of the girder crane are characterized by less intense

AE activity, with higher b-value and κ1 indicating non-critical stages (compare Figs. 5 and 6).

In conclusion, it can be said that the bridge girder is globally far from criticality conditions, even if the zone around sensors 1 and

5, where the criticality indicators are received, should be further investigated. In general, this study suggests that early detection of

non-reversible damaging phenomena in working large-sized steel machineries is possible, through the identification of two early pre-

failure indicators, b-value and natural-time variance κ1.

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.engfracmech.

2018.05.029.
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